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1. phenomenal Miraculous, astonishing, extraordinary. 
   
2. showdown Face to face meeting to settle an argument.  
   
3. fundamental Basic, necessary. 
   
4. flair Stylish skill; showy talent. 
   
5. linger Linger, lingered, lingering. To delay leaving somewhere because of reluctance to go. 
   
6. savor  To take delight in, enjoy as much as possible. 
   
7. gloat To celebrate in a mean-spirited manner; brag excessively. 
   
8. berate To scold or rebuke angrily. 
   
9. reserve To keep something back for future use or for some specific purpose. 
   
10. brainwash Brainwash, brainwashed, brainwashing. To force or trick into believing something. 
   
11. customary Established, common, or traditional. 
   
12. commemorate To honor or pay tribute to something or someone. 
   
13. reflect To indicate or show qualities of someone or something. 
   
14. originate Originate, originated, originating. To come into existence; begin. 
   
15. multitude A large number of people, or a vast amount of things. 
   
16. jubilant Full of joyful excitement; rejoicing. 
   
17. agility Physical or mental swiftness and control. 
   
18. initially At the beginning. 
   
19 recollect To remember or recall. 
   
20. intense Strong, great. 
   
21.    brief Of short duration. 
   
22. field An area of open land, especially one planted with crops or pasture, typically bounded 

by hedges or fences. 
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23. reign The period during which a sovereign rules. 
   
24. review To examine something to make sure that it is adequate, accurate or correct. 
   
25. fiery Burning or full of fire. 
   
26. receipt The action of receiving something or the fact of its being received. 
   
27. relieve To end, lessen or provide a temporary break from something unpleasant such as pain. 
   
28. conceite Conceit, conceited, conceiting. Excessively proud of oneself; vain. 
   
29. neither Not the one nor the other of two people or things; not either. 
   
30. foreign Relating to, from, in, or characteristic of a country or language other than one´s own. 
   
31. grief Deep sorrow, especially that caused by someone´s death. 
   
32. veil A piece of fine material worn by women to protect or conceal the face. 
   
33. freight Goods transported by truck, train, ship, or aircraft. 
   
34. belief An acceptance that a statement is true or that something exists. 
   
35. deceive To mislead or deliberately hide the truth from somebody. 
   
36. yield To produce something naturally or as the result of cultivation or work. 
   
37. beige A pale sandy yellowish-brown color. 
   
38. perceive To become aware or conscious of (something); come to realize or understand. 
   
39. seize To take a hold of an object quickly and firmly. 
   
40. leisure Free time. 
   
41.  fiber A long slender thread or filament. 
   
42. similar Resembling without being identical. 
   
43. regular Occurring in a fixed, unvarying, or predictable pattern, with equal amounts of time or 

space between each one. 
   
44. barrier A fence or other obstacle that prevents movement or access. 
   
45. superior Higher in rank, status, or quality. 
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46. grammar The rules for speaking or writing a particular language, or an analysis of the rules of 

a particular aspect of language. 
   
47. rumor A currently circulating story or report of uncertain or doubtful truth. 
   
48. character The mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual. 
   
49. director A person who is in charge of an activity, department, or organization. 
   
50. acre A unit of land area equal to 4,840 square yards (0,405 hectare) 
   
51. consider To think carefully about (something), typically before making a decision. 
   
52. junior Relating to youth, childhood or children. 
   
53. senior Of a more advanced age. 
   
54. solar Relating to, or originating from the sun. 
   
55. scholar A specialist in a particular branch of study, especially the humanities; a distinguished 

academic. 
   
56. razor An instrument with a sharp blade or combination of blades, used to remove unwanted 

hair from the face or body. 
   
57. surrender To cease resistance to an enemy or opponent and submit to their authority. 
   
58. particular Belonging to one person and different from other people´s. 
   
59. familiar Well known from long or close association. 
   
60. laser A device that utilizes the ability of some substances to absorb electromagnetic energy 

and re-radiate it as a highly focuses beam of synchronized single-wave length 
radiation. 

   
61. escalator A moving staircase consisting of an endlessly circulating belt of steps driven by a 

motor, conveying people between the floors of a public building. 
   
62. cursor A moving marker on a computer screen that marks the point of which keyed 

characters will appear or be deleted. 
   
63. geyser A hot spring in which water intermittently boils, sending a tall column of water and 

steam into the air. 
   
64.    maneuver A movement or series of moves requiring skill and care.  
   
65. perpendicular At an angle of 90º  to a given line, plane, or surface. 
   
66. laughter The action or sound of laughing. 
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1. immune system Includes your skin, bone marrow and white blood cells, protects you against harmful 
germs. 

   
2. antibodies Special germ-fighting molecules carried by some white blood cells. 
   
3. disease A sickness in your body. 
   
4. bacteria Tiny, one-celled living things. 
   
5. decomposers Tiny bacteria or fungi that break down the remains of dead plants and animals. 
   
6. protozoa One-celled living things that feed on other living things. 
   
7. fungi Simple living things that can be made of just one cell or many. 
   
8. viruses Nonliving things that depend on living things to help them reproduce. They enter 

certain cells, reproduce and then kill the cells. 
   
9. endocrine system Includes glands that produce hormones that help control many body processes. 
   
10. glands Organs that produce hormones to help control many body processes. 
   
11. hormones Chemicals that help control many body processes. 
   
12. pituitary gland Gland that produces hormones that control other glands and affect growth. 
   
13. hypothalamus A part of your brain that controls the pituitary gland. Together they control hormone 

activity in your body. 
   
14. pineal gland It makes a hormone that works like a timekeeper. The gland makes more of its 

hormone at night while you sleep and less during the day. 
   
15. thyroid gland A gland that produces a hormone that controls energy level in your body. 
   
16. pancreas It produces hormones that control how much sugar, or glucose, is carried in your 

blood. 
   
17. adrenal glands They make hormones that help the body use energy when necessary. 
   
18. puberty The time around the teenage years when the body grows and developes and the sex 

organs mature. 
   
19. ovaries Sex glands in females. 
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20. estrogen A hormone produced by the ovaries. 
   
21. progesterone A formone produced by the ovaries. 
   
   
22. testes Sex glands in boys. 
   
23. testosterone S hormone produced by the testes. 
   
24. eggs Female sex cells. 
   
25. sperm Male sex cells. 
   
26. trait A characteristic such as the color of your eyes or your sex. 
   
27. heredity Your heredity is your chromosomes and the genes they carry. The traits that give you 

came from both your parents. 
   
28. dominant gene Represents a trait that is always expressed, or shows itself. 
   
29. recessive gene The trait that a recessive gene represents does not show itself, unless both genes on 

the chromosome pair are recessive. 
   
   

 
 


